
ACROSS
1 Ambulance staff, for short

5 All cops are bastards (abbr., and especially the ones
you're related to, and *especially* the ones that
murdered Amir Locke)

9 Makes fun of, with "on"

13 Bothers to no end

17 Félix and Bruno, to Mirabel

18 "If he flew them, he was crazy and didn't have to; but if
he didn't want to, he was ___ and had to" ("Catch-22"
quote about the titular concept)

19 City that's part of India's Golden Triangle

20 They're often used for funny IPA names

21 Back from vacation, perhaps

23 More potbellied than

25 It's what it is!

26 Migraine accompanier, at times

27 Nickname for a group of people that I've muted and/or
blocked on Twitter because they won't shut up about
the Spelling Bee

28 Seeps, like honey out of a [redacted]

29 Florida man?

33 Lit AF

34 Power sources for some vibes

35 Kicked the bucket, hopped the twig, bit the dust,
snuffed it, or breathed one's last, say

37 Solution to a LeetCode problem, informally

38 Base that's stolen in Phil Rizzuto's baseball
commentary on "Paradise by the Dashboard Light"

41 Makes flush, in a way

44 STP part

45 Promising, in a way

47 Reference work that's been online since 2000, briefly

49 Settles up before getting settled, say

51 Semidomed recesses

52 Pontellier who's the main character of Kate Chopin's
"The Awakening"

53 California tribe whose last known member was known
by the Yana word for "man" since there was nobody to
formally introduce him, as per tradition

54 Direction that takes you uptown, in NYC

55 Brothers that directed "The Ballad of Buster Scruggs"

56 Descriptor for a very small hotel room, such as those in
enemies to lovers fanfictions where two people have to
share a room and *that's* what causes them to get
together

62 Clear, as a cribbage board

65 "Pretty Good: Larry Walters has a flying ___ chair and a
BB gun" (Jon Bois video)

66 Rodriguez-Lopez of At the Drive-In and the Mars Volta

67 "Haikyu!!" character Hajime, affectionately

69 2021 single from Elton John and Dua Lipa, and a hint to
one circled letter in this puzzle's theme entries

71 Descriptor of 69-Across, and a hint to the rest of the
circled letters in this puzzle's theme entries

73 Lisa of GEICO commercials and also Nine Stories

74 Ship that killed Jason, amusingly

75 Fluffy little lap dogs, for short

76 Word rhymed with "face" and also "aahs" in the
Hercules song "Zero to Hero"

77 Former USWNT star Wambach

78 Label that doesn't (yet) apply to any member of Gen
Alpha

79 City whose minor league teams include the SeaWolves
and the Otters

80 They may be brown, blonde, or ginger

DOWN
1 "kill the ___ 'cause i sure ain't fuckin it / marry the oreo

because i love oreos / yeah that would work best"
(Frisco's response to a FMK situation involving
four-letter crosswordese, which implies fucking an
ewer "because it would fit well")

2 Drink often consumed during "The Most Exciting Two
Minutes in Sports"

3 Transition fund goal, perhaps
4 Org. that gave former Lifelock CEO Todd Davis the ID

number 457-55-5462
5 Invite for "coffee" at your apartment after the date
6 City in Illinois' Little Egypt region
7 Ghanaian diplomat Kofi
8 Emulate the singer of (probably) the only Måneskin

song you can name
9 Part of the Cedar River, presumably, given the name of

the Iowa city (that's not Iowa City) that it flows through
10 Plant used to make mezcal
11 The more in Oliver Twist's request "Please, sir, I want

some more"
12 SDSU part
13 Devices that can be used with Apple Pay
14 Rosie who, notably, cheated her way to "victory" at the

1980 Boston Marathon
15 Take a ___ (prepare to chug a Smirnoff Ice, perhaps)
16 Georgia, etc., once, for short
22 "I ___ explain the state that I'm in..." (lyric from Sufjan

Stevens' "The Predatory Wasp of the Palisades Is Out
to Get Us!")

24 Emulating a pigeon, perhaps
27 Take for oneself?
30 Portuguese year (which, unlike the Spanish equivalent,

doesn't have a issue with tilde-less letters)
31 *holds up the seven of diamonds* "Is this your ___?"
32 Perfect places
33 Verb often used in MTG
36 Numerical system in which ABBA is the equivalent of

19006 in base ten

38 Autotune aficionado who won the first season of "The
Masked Singer"

39 Contents of many Monet stacks

40 "I know some people" people

41 Long-ass dashes that separate parts of sentences
this

42 Compete (for)

43 2021 documentary starring Tim Curry that was
subtitled "The Story of IT"

45 First in a trilogy that continues with "down low" and
ends with "too slow!"

46 Group headquartered in a country (Austria) that's not
one of its members

48 German article in the etymology for the French word
vasistas, which is a transom window

50 Slipped past carefully

52 James Bond film production company

54 Massachusetts city home to the Boston Marathon's
"Heartbreak Hill"

55 "I Literally Just Told You" host Jimmy (if you haven't
already watched it, the funniest thing you will see all
year is this episode: https://youtu.be/hwKmt4nZ1dc)

57 Look angrily (at)

58 Venti at Starbucks, functionally speaking

59 Oberst of Bright Eyes

60 Taste sensed when receptors respond to glutamates

61 Word that Karl-Anthony Towns said was the actual
answer when he got accused of cheating at Wordle

62 School whose math department includes Terence Tao

63 Insult for someone who's just beginning that ends with
the letter B

64 Insult for someone who's just beginning that ends with
the letter B

68 x, y, and z, for three

70 ___ the rich

71 Hospital safety gear, briefly

72 The robot in "Get in the fucking robot, Shinji" memes,
for short

hey, how about a nice hawaiian punch? christopher adams
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